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MILLING CONTROL DATA WITH REFERENCE TO THE
EXTRACTION·OF INDIVIDUAL UNITS.

By J. RAULT

the weight of bagasse as a percentage of weight
of cane is easily determined.

3. Knowing the weight of bagasse % cane coming
out of each successive mill, it becomes possible
to calculate the loss of sugar in bagasse % cane
up to any particular mill, if at the same time
we possess the average sucrose content of the
bagasse from that particular mill.

(a) is obtained from the ordinary control figures
and likewise (b) for the last mill bagasse. Fibre
% bagasse in the intermediary mills is obtained by
the well known calculation :~Fibre % bagasse =

roo - moisture % - brix % bagasse, where the
purity of the residual juice is made use of. We
assume that the purity of the residual juice is nearly
equal to the purity of juice extracted by the next
mill. This hypothesis is not quite correct, but any

4. Sucrose extracted % cane up to any particular
mill is next obtained by su btracting the sucrose
lost % cane in the bagasse of that unit, from
the total sucrose originally present in cane.

S. Sucrose extracted by one particular mill is
obtained by subtracting the sucrose extracted
up to the previous mill from the sucrose ex
tracted up to that particular mill.

Analytical Figures required are:

(a) Sucrose and fibre % cane.

(b) Sucrose, moisture and fibre % bagasse from
all the mills.

interpreted in terms of conventional extraction at
the mills. We need therefore no apology for pre
senting to this Congress the following notes on
method of control as suggested above and the
accompanying average figures obtained in attempt
ing to check the performance of the individual units
of our crushing plant. .

Basic Principles of the Method.

I. It is assumed without great error that the
weight of dry fibre present in cane and passing
from the first to the last mill, is a constant.

2. If f = fibre % cane and fr,f2 and fn = fibre %
bagasse coming from Mill No. I, No.2 and
No. n respectively, then by the sample ratio':-

fxroo fxroo fxroo

fnf2fr

The above paper was read by Mr. Rault.

In the milling process a material, cane, rich in
sucrose, is subjected to a series of pressings between
rollers and lixiviations with water and with re
turned dilute juices. The highest possible ex
traction of juice (sugar) is aimed at, with a resultant
final product, bagasse, a's low as possible in sucrose
content.

This process runs somewhat on parallel lines with
the boiling house work, where a rich material, thick

. juice, is submitted to a series of evaporations, with
separation of crystals and return of intermediary
liquors until the final residue, molasses," becomes
unfit for economical treatment. Whereas in the
boiling house it is admitted that to obtain the best
results a severe check must be maintained on all the
intermediary products, which are weighed or
measured and constantly tested independently of
the final product, in the milling process it is
customary, however, to control efficiency by testing
only the initial material and the final residue. The
intermediary products are seldom, if at all, taken
notice of.

The reason for this apparent slackness in chemical
control is in a large measure attributable to the
difficulty of obtaining representative average
samples from the various units, and the wide
variations obtained in single tests, which create
doubt on the correct interpretation of milling con
ditions. Most of the text-books on chemical con
trol have, up to now, described methods of testing
mills under "dry crushing" conditions, which
obviously do not represent normal work, and may
even give indications which are not in agreement
with actual results obtained when milling wet
bagasse.

Amongst the" wet bagasse" methods the most
rational approach to the difficult problem of locat
ing deficiencies in milling is the one described by
Walter E. Smith, of Hawaii. This technologist is
able to diagnose abnormalities in comparison with
pre-established standards, by a system of density
determinations on back roller juices. Thedensities
of successive units are written in graph form and
the drop of the curve from unit to unit represents
normal or abnormal work.

Although vve are very favourably impressed by
this method of control from juice densities, it seems
to us that these figures do not appeal to the sugar
engineer to the same extent that the more familiar
sugar % and moisture % bagasse from successive
mills would, if at the same time the latter could be
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PERIOD AND ORDER OF SAMPLES.

possible error introduced thereby IS of no practical
importance.

METHOD OF SAMPLING.
The bagasse is sampled for about five minutes

as it leaves the jaws of the mill, great care being
taken to shut off the water temporarily, or prevent
dilute juice being sprinkled on the place where the
sample is being taken. During that time no other
conditions should be altered at the rnills, theblanket
of bagasse previous to the mill being tested should
be receiving its usual quantity of water or dilute
juice. The juice extracted from the particular mill
(preferably back roller juice) is also sampled at the
same time for fibre calculation.

The average analytical figures 0.11 which we base
our calculations are computed from the average of
a week's run, representing 36 tests on every bagasse
fron1all the mills previous to the last one of the
s-mill plant. In spite of an occasional abnormal
analysis we are justified in considering these figures
to represent a faithful approximation of the true
composition of bagasse from individual mills. After
a few years of trials we have elaborated this method
of sampling and averaging as the most practical one
which allows for a minimum of error and of incon
venience to the factory, as well as to the laboratory.

By this system every mill except the last one
which demands a larger number of samples will
have been tested six times in 24 hours. In case of
a 4-mill plant this number of times will be eight.

The only merit of the information supplied in the
accompanying table is that the figures produced are
a true record of actual practice under South African
conditions. The method described is by no means
perfect, but has the advantage of having been tested
by practical experience, and we personally will feel
rewarded if by adopting some modification of same
the chemist is able to co-operate still more with the
engineer in improving milling in South Africa.

The following example, taken from the average
figures of week ending Isth August, 1930, will
clearly indicate methods of calculation:-

7 p.m.
8 p.m.
9--p·m.. ,

10 p.m.
II p.m.
12 p.m.

"

"

"

" ..

~, .

'.'
"

"

In order to not upset the continuity of the macer
ation system at the mills by prolonged pump stop
pages and overflow of thin juices, etc., and also not
to unduly increase the work of the laboratory with
its final bagasse hourly test, only one mill should
in turn have its bagasse and juice sampled every
hour.

In the case of a s-milling plant the following'
rotation illustrates the method :-

r st mill samples taken at
,2nd "
3rd "
4th "
r st ",
znd '-'

Analytical Data. Calculated Figures.
Sucrose Ex-

Sucrose tractcd %
Sucrose 0/0 Moisture Purity Brix 0/0 Fibre 0/0 Bagasse lost Cane.

Bagasse. 0/0 Bagasse. Juice. Bagasse. Bagasse. 0/0 Cane. 0/0 Cane. Up, to Uni,t.
Cane.. .. .. .. .. 14.20 16.49 10.0 14.20
Krajewski and l st MilL. 10.281 59.3 87.4 12.4 " 28.3 58.3 5.99 8.21
2nd Mill ................ 7.42 56.0 83.1 9.3 34.7 47.6 3.53 10.67
3rd Mill ................ 6.00 53.95 79.4 7.7 .38.35 43.0 2.58 11.62
4th Mill ................ 4.70 51.5 78.8 6.0 42.5 38.8 1.82 12.38
5th Mill ," .............. 2.87 47.95 78.2 - 34.12 0.98 13.22

The average figures for the whole' of the 1930
season, calculated on the same method, are as fol
lows for a milling plant consisting of 2 sets of
knives, I Krajewski 34in. x 66ill., Searby Shredder

54ill., 4 mills 32in. x 66ill., and I mill 36in. x 84ill.
Tons of cane per hour, 7S.24; Fibre % Cane, IS.97;
Dilution % N. Juice, 40-46.

BAGASSE. EXTRACTION.
0/0 Sucrose 111 Cane.

Total up to By Unit.
Cane ..
Krajewski and 1st Mill ..
2nd Mill : ..
3rcl Mill '
4th Mill ..
5th Mill ..

Sucrose 0/0
13.80
9.96
7.48
5.84
4.84
3.16

Moisture 0/0

59.16
56.21
54.14
51.84
48.75

74.86
82.38
86.57
92.24

60.0
14.87
7.52
4.19
5.66

0/0 Sucrose .
entering Unit.

60.0
37.2
29.9
23.8
42.2 '
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APPENDIX.

It was accidentally discovered that with a Searby
Shredder, large differences occur in the sucrose con
tent of the final bagasse, according to the degree of
disintegration of its component parts. Sieving
tests through 3/16in. mesh sieve, showed the
bagasse to be made up of 60% to 70% undersize and
30% to 40% oversize.

The following figures are typical examples of dif
ferences in the same sample of bagasse:

Extraction
%Sucrose

in Cane.
31 .2 2

28.05
Krajewski
r st Mill .

After thesecond month of the 1930 season, some
.information was required on the work of the
Krajewski as a unit distinct from the first mill in
dry crushing. The following represents an average
number of tests of six months' duratiC!n:-

Extraction
.% Sucrose.

entering
Unit.

31.2

40 .8

"

"

"

Date and Time.
10th Sept.' 1 p.m ..

11th sept.} 7. a.m ..ll a.m ..
2 p.m ..

12th Sept.. 3 a.m ..
~ 12 a.m ..

}
7 p.m ..

13th Sept.' 4 a.m ..
12 noon ..

15th Sept. '17 p.m ... r 1 p.rn, ..

1Mh Sept.} 4 a.m .
12 noon ..

Oversize Particles.
Sucrose % 4.91

2.99
4:02
3.77
4.62
3.55
2.99
4.26
3.86
4.34
4.11
3.90
5.39

Fine (undersize).
Sucrose % 2.75

2.57'
3.12
2.70
2.48
3.13
2.19
2.30
2.81
2.56
3.01
2.57
3.69

Difference in
Sucrose % Bagasse.

.2.16
0.42
0.90
1.07
2.14
0.42
0.80
1.96
1.05
1.78
1.10
1.33
1.70

Average 1.29

----'ll!I-----

The average of 35 tests carried out on the bagasse
from 'all the. units during two .months, showed an
average composition of coarse as against fine as
follows ;-

These figures point to the superiority of 'fine
shredding, which, in spite of a higher initial sucrose
content of the fine bagasse, alIows maceration and
subsequent milIing to extract more sugar from the
bagasse. They also point to the necessity of exer
cising great care in the sampling of b~gasse.

I want 'also 'to vpoint out that continuous auto
matic sarnplers-c-rnade by cutting slots in a bagasse
chute or carrier-may become the source of serious
errors unless certain precautions are taken to obtain
a true representative sample. It folIows from the
above tests that 'if the slots are so small that the
finer parts only are collected, one will accordingly
record a sucrose %. bagasse much lower than the
true average. On the .oth er hand, the coarser par
ticles of bagasse should 'be cut fine and proportion
ately mixed with the ,average sample prepared for
boiling.

Krajewski .....
r st 'MiH.
2nd'Mi-1I .
3rd Mi1l
4th MilI .

Coarse
Sucrose %

12.58
ro.r j

6·79
5.56
4.58

Fine
Sucrose %

15-40

ro·59
6.63
4.71

3-72

CHAIRMAN: I am sorry we have not with us
to-day more engineers to discuss this problem, which
is primarily an engineering one. But stilI it is not
entirely an engineering one; it is one which the
.laboratoryistaff keeps a very .close eye on, .and the
laboratory has to do the actual work of getting the
figures and reporting them to the engineers. This
is a paper of great interest to us all.rand it apj::ears
to have been carefully cprnpiled. '1\11'. Rault has
evidently done a lot of work on this. I know that
for some years he has followed the work of his milIs
very closely and we are very glad to have a sum
mary of his experiences here.

Mr. BECHARD; I would like Mr. Rault to tell
us whether he has considered the question of
expressing extraction in terms of physical quantities
as juice % juice originally present in the cane. To
my mind the milling of cane presents a: physical
problem purely and simply. The chemical problem
enters when you. get to the imbibition, but in the
first part of the milling plant right up to the end of
the primary juice the whole problem is a physical
one, and this physical point is not lost sight of right
through the process even after imbibition. In.allow
ing for a certain amount of diffusion the whole
problem of mixtures is linked up with the degree of
fineness of the bagasse. It would be interesting to
know if Mr. Rault has any suggestions to make as
to how to apply those results to juice extracted %
juice in cane.

Mr. RA ULT: I have not given much considera-
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tion to the point raised by Mr. Bechard, as our
system of control deals only with sucrose extracted
% sucrose in cane, without introducing the arbitrary
juice factor. It is true that the juices extracted by
the last units are more impure than that of the
earlier ones. and consequently sucrose extraction is
not identical with juice extraction for all units. The
sucrose extraction figures shown in the present
paper could be worked back to juice extraction, if
the analysis of the whole juice from each individual
mill is known. I am of opinion, however, that the
additional work entailed is not justifiable as the
sucrose extraction results plotted into a graph would
give a curve although not absolutely identical, yet
on the whole fairly parallel to the one plotted from
juice extraction results.

Mr. BECHARD: I don't quite agree with that.
I plotted the juice extracted % cane and also the
sucrose in residual juice % fibre, and I found that
in many cases where you appear to have a higher
extraction actually the mill had been doing less
work. In other words, I remember a week follow
ing an extraction of 90.2 it had an extraction of
90.8; actually the 90.8 taken on the whole basis'
showed less work at the mills.

Mr. RAULT: Comparison between South.African
extraction figures and those of Java, Australia or
Hawaii shows that the largest deficiency in our case
is to be found in the first unit rather than in the last.
Where we show a 60% extraction in a first mill
preceded by knives, Krajewski shredder, it is not
uncommon for them to reach 80% extraction on dry
crushirig. We have been given to understand that
at one of the Hawaiian mills an extraction of 75%
is obtained from a three-roller crusher preceded by
knives. The main cause of our inferiority is the
high fibre of the cane with its consequent high
weight of bagasse and not so much the sucrose %
of the bagasse. With similar analytical composition
of the first mill bagasse as recorded above, our
extraction at dry crushing would rise from the
present 60% to a figure of 70 to 740/0 if the fibre in
cane were to be IO to 12%, instead of our average
16%. The same cause also explains the necessity
of long .milling trains on account of the difficult
start leaving so much more undiluted juice to be
freed by repeated imbibitions and pressings.
Standards could i':e laid down for our local con
ditions if other South African mills were to adopt
the above method of control. The merits and
demerits of shredders and double crushers could be
investigated and useful data could be collected in
judging of the performance of new milling plants.

Mr. DYMOND: I would like to congratulate Mr.
Rault upon his figures and his paper. I have a very
high opinion of Mr. Rault's work, knowing the
immense amount of routine work he has done on
the subject in past years. At the end of his paper
he gives some very interesting remarks and figures
on the size of bagasse particles as affecting sucrose

in bagasse, and he mentions the difficulty of taking
composite continuous samples, and the dangers that
fie', in doing so. On several occasions I have run
check tests on the comparison between composite
sampling of bagasse and hourly catch sampling
over periods of as long as three weeks, and in every
case I have found that the average of all catch
samples has been slightly higher than that of the
continuous sampling. I ascribe the reason for this
fact that with continuous sampling of bagasse it is
sampled cl,ijring chokes or otherwise, whereas with
a catch sample bad chokes are not represented.
There is another point I would like to ask Mr.
Rault. I have been trying for some time to work
on the lines of Mr. Rault's work but have been
unable to carry out such intensive work on account
of the apparatus and time required. Last year we
inaugurated a test of Brix and purity' of the dis-'
charge rbl'ier of every mill. We have those figures
and they 'i"aried a lot, but I can't say that we got a
lot of information from' it. I would like Mr. Rault's
opinion as to whether continuance of this method
will lead us anywhere?

Mr. RAULT: The method of Brix determination
of discharge roller juice is quite a rational one, but
it demands a knowledge of previous standards to
diagnose what is good and what is bad work. Certain
practical difficulties are also met with in sampling
continuously the back roller juice, as it often
happens that part of the imbibition water 0.1' thin
juice forced on the bagasse issuing between the
jaws of the mill, finds its way into the back roller
juice, and consequently vitiates the Brix determina
tion of the true extracted juice. I tried this method
and plotted afew curves, but, as Mr. Dymond says,
these curves did not show much. You will notice
that in my method I also sample the back roller
juice at the time when the bagasse is sampled. A
curve can therefore be plotted out on Brix of dis
charge roller and extraction figures can also be
worked out for the engineers who are so desirous
of getting them. Although at first sight one is
inclined to believe that this method increases unduly
the labosatory work, it is not so in actual practice.
I do not take the bagasse from all the mills at the
same time, but only one is done at one time.

,
Mr. BIJOUX: I think the greatest difficulty lies

in the position of being unable to do it as Mr. Rault
does. We generally used to take a truck of 25 tons
and say that it gets through in about 20 minutes.
We find that if there is an error it is in the crush
ing, eithe~ the Java is too high or too low. I would
like to know if 1\11'. Rault has any method to suggest
that we should adopt the fibre or Java ratio for
catch mill tests.

Mr. RAULT: For a number of vears I used the
method of taking tests on one truck of about 25
tons. In so doing' I was upsetting the continuity of
the milling-imbibition system for half-an-hour,
monopolising the shift engineer, the shift chemist
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and four boys, stopping alternately three pumps,
and overflowing the pump suction tanks, Often in
the middle of operations the mills would experience
a choke and everything had to be started over again.
There is also the element of doubt introduced by
not knowing definitely the sucrose % and fibre ro
of the special canes you are dealing with at the time,
these two basic; figures being taken as approxima
tions. Experience has taught me to. rely on the
slower but more correct average of the 'whole week
which is an absolute certainty. I am positive that
if you try this method you will find that far from
entailing more work it is simpler, because H is work
which is spread over a whole week instead of being
rushed in a short spasmodic way, '

Mr. WATSON: I would like to say how much
. we all appreciate Mr. Rault's ..paper; but in the case

of the mill at Amatikulu I am afraid the splitting
up of the sample, and taking a sample froroeach
mill. would, scarcely give us any indication. ,We
have to crush individual, samples of cane, and within
an hour we would have three entirely different con
signments of cane going through the mil!. There
fore the sample from the mill at 7 o'clockwould not
correspond with the sample from the second mill at
8 o'clock. With regard to the difficulty of sampling,
with proper organisation-you can' in. a 'quarter-of-an
hour get proper results from the entire train.. For
the previous year we have figures which show that
taking the whole season they correspond. very
favourably.

Mr. RAULT: If you' are able to organisevyour
staff you have a chance of getting .intelligible results
from a short milling test, which is merely a reflection
of special conditions on one particular cane. With
reference' to the non-corresponding, samples of
bagasse taken at two mills at different hours, I rely'
on the law of averages for rectifying this objection.
If you have regularly sampled the bagasse from the
intermediary units of a four-milling plant you will '
have tested every individual mill nearly fifty times
at the end of the week. The chances are now that
in spite of the variations in cane. the calcul~ted
average from these tests will be 'very near the. true'
average, and any individual sample which-may not
be representative will have Iittle effect in shiifting
this average. . . ,

Mr. BECHARD: 'With regard to the method of
doing the sample in a quarter-of-an-hour, we are
working under certain assumptions which may not
be correct. One, supposes the fibre is so much or
the sucrose so much; that may be perfectly mislead
ing and give results which -are not correct. On the
whole I favour the idea of continuous sampling' and
working on the law of averages. But in doing that
it must be remembered that in certain mills that
are crushing more or less the day's allotment of cane
it will be found that very' often a certain district's
cane is crushed during a certain ihour, and it is a
thing to be careful about. Every time No. J mill

is sampled a certain kind of cane will be being
crushed, and the same would apply to every other
unit. I don't think the same thing applies to Natal
Estates as they get a, better mixture. But in certain
1111lls one S.A.R. train after another is crushed and
this .more or less coincides with certain districts.
In connection with Smith's method,' have you
noticed the fact that with varying qualities of cane
the effect of subsequent crushing will vitiate the
Brix of the cane; that is with a certain kind of cane
there will be a rise after the first unit, and again
with another a drop will be experienced as com"
pared with the first.

Mr. H.AULT : Of course the method of back roller
juice density does not 'refer so much to dry crush-.
ing as to the succeeding mills where dilution is
applied. Mr. Bechard is alluding to the variation
in densitv of crusher and first mill which in South
Africa m-ay be either way from week to week. In
the latter mills the variations are not so conspicuous.

Mr. .DODDS: Mr. Rault's excellent paper raises
many interesting points, but I only propose to refer
to one at present, that is the progressive and regular
increase of extraction shown at each mill. I t would
appear that the loss of sucrose could be very much
reduced by introducing an extra mill, and I would
like to have Mr. Rault's comments on that matter.
I may remark that, at a factory where I was
employed in Cuba there was maintained a very rapid
crushing rate of I25 tons an hour with 7 ft. rollers,
and yet the sucrose in bagasse was very seldom over
2 per cent. I often wondered, how they were
able to maintain this high rate with high extraction
on six sets of mills with single crusher and no
shredder, but I was never able to get data showing
the relative work done by individual mills at that
factory. It would be interesting to know how far
these figures may be taken to justify the erection of
another set of mills. .

Mr.' RAULT: A study of page 2 of the paper
(page TOT),' column headed "Sucrose extracted i

% 'sucrose entering unit," shows after the
figure 'of 60 for Krajewski and rst 'mill, that
the following units are all extracting over
25%' of the sucrose in the bagasse entering
the respective unit. The 'last mill, which is a
heavier one than the others, extracts 42%'. It is
not unreasonable to expect that a further 30ro
recovery from the present loss in final bagasse
could still be obtained by the addition of another
mill. Usually another 'mill is not added for ex
traction purposes only, but for extraction and
increased capacity combined. When such an altera
tion takes place, less work is demanded from the
unit that used to be the last' one and which has
become the penultimate. one. In the case of Natal
Estates, the addition of a large 5th mill to the exist-.
4 milling plant brought the capacity higher and the
extraction from 91 to 94.' The 4th mil l (last mill
previously) was set more open" and the extraction
up to that unit fell to 86. Some very interesting
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figures ha ve been recorded at the, same factory
regarding the influence of an increased capacity on
extraction. The same niilling plant consisting of
five mills has gradually increased its capacity from'
61.5 to 75 during the last four years, whilst the
extraction has fallen from 94 to 92.2. By our system
of individual mill control we came to the conclusion
that the increase of tonnage was not the only reason
for this drop ill efficiency of extraction. The' ex
traction up to: the 4th mill was, found to be just as
good with the higher tonnages as it used to be with
the lower tonnages when higher final extractions
were obtained. The drop in extraction "vas located
between the fourth and last unit. This inefficiency
was to be explained by the following factors which
had been altered in pur milling system at that place,
namely, nature of contact between macerating
liquid and bagasse, time of contact, temperature of
water, metal of the rollers. The present efficiency
figure of 42 was much higher a few years ago. At
that time the bagasse was soaked and dragged
slowly in a maceration bath at high temperature,
and as much as 59% of sugar coming out of the 4th
mill was extracted by the last unit. Doubt has
been expressed on the soundness of the policy of
higher extraction on account of the impure nature
of the last extracted juices. I do believe that the
economical limit is not yet reached seeing that
higher extraction did not mean a drop of recovery
in our case.

Mr. DYMOND: Another point I would like to
ask. Did Mr. Rault employ the same method for
determining the bagasse from each unit? Did he
boil the bagasse for the same length of time? As
indicated in the paper I read on the first day, the
condition of the bagasse, the extraction of sucrose
by boiling water varies very ,considerably with the
physical condition of that bagasse, so that I believe
that if he boiled his samples for 35 minutes for each
unit heis introducing an error right from the start
which decreases as he reaches the last mill.

Mr. RAULT: The same method of analysis has
been carried 'out for the first units as for the last
mill bagasses. There is a minimum time required
for complete diffusion. About an hour's boiling
should be sufficient. Incidentally Mr. Dymond's
paper on methods of bagasse digestion is further
proof of the necessity of hot maceration and time
factor for obtaining the best results with water at
the mills. Our practical experience has also been
can firmed by more precise scientific research from
Java Prod Station. It was found that even after
heavily milling some living cells are not ruptured
and cold water cannot have access to the enclosed
juice for dilution purposes. Time and high tem
perature are both required for these cells to yield
their sucrose content. With the Uba cane there is
the danger of hot water extracting from the fibre
substances of a gummy nature. Nevertheless, I
should not be surprised to find in the near future
that juice extraction technique will combine milling

practice with some of the principles of diffusion.
Diffusion requires heat to he, effective.

Mr. DODDS: Would Mr. Raultbe in favom: of
hot imbibition if he were notworking with-the car-
bonatation process? .'

Mr. RAULT: This is not easy to answer,
especially after our first experience with the sul
phitation process which was anything but success
ful. Using' hot water may mean a superior
efficiency of the maceration' systern ; this is partly
offset by other drawbacks, the most serious 'of which
is the difficulty of feeding 'the ni~ll~. ' The very fact
of having a more thorough mixture of water and
fibre causes a swelling in the bagasse with conse
quent slippage of .the rollers., One is therefore
compelled to strike a working medium between high
tonnage and lower extraction. For this reason we
have practically discarded hot water maceration
and long time contact. Java and other places have
experienced the same difficulty and mastered it in
the long run, so that we hope at some future time
to go back to this system and still pass the same
tonnage of cane as with cold water.

Mr. DYMOND: This is only a matter of personal
opinion. I am 'afraid I must disagree with Mr.
Rault, possibly because I work in a sulphitation
factory.

Mr. BIJOUX: I believe the objection to using
hot water could be obviated by the use of steam
which would have the same action as Mr. Rault
considers takes place with hot water. I think dry
steam would do the same thing; it would kill the
cell, and if that was done I think it would get over
the difficulty.

CHAIRMAN: Dr. Coates in Louisiana evolved
a scheme of leading steam through perforations of
the trap plate. I don't know whether it was ever
'put into operation, but he patented a process for
that purpose.

Mr. BIJOUX: lance suggested a cylinder into
which the bagasse would go and from that into cold
water.

Mr. DYMOND: In the use of hot water has Mr.
Rault any data or conception of the amount lost
through evaporation? It is rather an important
point when you pay for cane, because if you lose 10/0
through evaporation you are increasing your
bagasse, and paying on sucrose it becomes quite
an appreciable amount which you have to pay for
su bstance which does not exist.

Mr. RAULT: I must admit that the percentage
of evaporation .cannot be accurately determined as
it depends on various factors, such as temperature
of water, relative humidity of the air, time of ex
posure, etc. Some chemists will rightly object to a
system where there is an element of doubt. If it
could be definitely proved that hot maceration is
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conducive to a much higher extraction, the require
ments of .chemical control would then be in an
unreasonable conflict with the progress of the
industry, I am sure that means would' be found to
satisfy the' chemical control. The adoption of the
much desired bagasse scale would then become
imperative.

Mr. WATSON: I: think we are wandering from
the point of Mr. Rault's paper. I think we are all
agreed on the difficulty of making a proper mill test
right throughout. Could Mr. Rault not give the
engineer a quick determination of what some of the
mills are doing by analysing the juice from the back
roller only?

Mr. RAULT: That is the method of Smith. I
have expressed an opinion on it. ..

Mr. DODDS: Presuming the purity from each

individual mill remains the same, would not the
refractometer be a useful guide in giving the
engineer a rapid approximate sucrose estimation?

Mr. RA ULT: I don't think it would. Relation
ship between sugar in bagasse and density of juice
extracted depends on various factors, such as
quantity of water, efficiency of admixture, ratio of
front to back roller" etc. Formerly the imbibition
was regulated by a boy continually taking density
of last mill· juice, but this was a very crude method,
which has since been superseded by meters, or
laboratory tests of dilution.

CHAIRMAN: I had noticed the discussion had
wandered away from Mr. Rault's subject, but let it
go on, as it was a matter of interest to us all. I
am sure we all appreciate Mr. Rault's paper very
much.

---~-----



Clarification and
. Ques

tion
No.

FACTORY No.

QUESTION.

5
.

Tons of Cane per hour, Aug./30,- 9~.1.
~

20

29.67 tons.

4
I

4{66 tons.

16

22.52 tons.

Two seasons,
Lower costs.

No practical experience of any other.

31.64
14.91

Kynoch's 40/45% P 20 S '

89.35.

1930.1929 ..

99.12 Burnt
37.23
17.51

Kynoch's high-grade.

Burnt lime always, contains higher % Cal-'
cium oxide than slaked, more economical.

Burnt
41.03
19.72

1930.

80.~7

1929.

Burnt
35.39
18.60

1930.

Burnt 40:8
12.5
6.7, 40% P 20 S,

African Explosives.

1929.1930. I
. 67.19

KyJoCh'S

\

I

1929. I
80.02 Burnt

1

20 . 92
Kynoch's 8.39

Burnt
25.99
7.47

What period has above type Lime been used? ..
What are its advantages? .. . . . .

Quantity of Chemicals used per ton of Sugar for
Seasons 1929 and 1930:-

(Lime, burnt or slaked " ..
Lbs. ~ Sulphur . . . . . . . .

l Phosphoric Acid, quality and make ..

2

3

4

5 Screening of Juice :-Type of Screen
Where used ..

Mitchell, 60-mesh screen.
After preliminary cush-cush screen.

Cush-cush and Peck strainers. Universal, vibrating, electrically-criven,
Primary, secondary: juices after cush-cush.

Vibrating screen, 50/60 mesh.

6 Temperature Juice. leaves :-Preheater ..
Final Heater .. 206/208° F.

140° F.
210/215° F. q

7 Percentage dilution of Muds 50% water, heated with lime. Muds limed, diluted 15%, decanted. No treatment or dilution. Very little dilution, limed pH 8.5, heated to
190° F. and settled, decanted.

8 Filter Presses:-
Number used . . . . . . . . . .
Number of Chambers per Press, and dimensions
Is capacity sufficient present requirements?, ..
What do y~u consider necessary? . . . .

11
24
Yes.

38" x38" \5,401 sq. ft. '
54.1 sq. ft.j/ton hr.

7. 3-40" and 4-30".
30-40" x 40", 28-30" x= 3400 sq. ft.
Ample capacity, 81.9 sq. ft. per ton hr.

10, 9 in use, 4/30°; 6/32".
30-30" x 30", 40/32" x 4,919 sq.vft.
Sufficient capacity, 105.6 sq. ft./ton hr.

5. 4-321" x 32!"; 1-291" x2!;l!".
45 chambers per press = 1,299 sq. ft.
Just sufficient capacity. 57.7 ton hour.
One more filter press would help.

9 Description and Specification Filter Cloth used .. Cotton Flax and Jute. 200z./sq. yd. Rough Canvas, double cloths. Cotton Twill.

10 Reaction (pH) :-Tempered Juice
Filtered Juice
Clear Juice ..
Syrup "
Molasses ..

7.4
9.2 approx,
7.2
7.4
7.0

7.2
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.8

7.6.
8.2.
7.4.
7.0.

11 Treatment of Molasses .
Settling Tank capacity

Diluted in "Blow-ups," boiled to-70° Brix.
No fixed time-apptox. 4 hours.

Boiled up and limed..
18-1,000.gall. tanks.

Diluted slightly, blown up to 170° F .. Limed, heated, no settling.
3,411 cubic feet. .

12 Treatment of Syrup ..
Length of settlement
SettliIig Tank capacity

No treatment. 'No treatment.

6-1,500 gall. tanks.

No treatment.
About 6 hours.
56 cub. ft. per ton of cane.

Heated to 180° F., settled for 6-8 hours.

1,638 cub. ft. - 75c. ft. per ton cane hour.

14 Average S02 content of Sugars 1929 and 1930 season 1929, 98 p.p.m.; 1930, 76 p.p.m. 1929, 64 p.p.m.; 1930, 70 p.p.m. 1928,70 p.p.m.; 1929,40 p.p.m.; 1930, 40ppm. 1929, 49 p.p.m.; 1930, 70 p.p.m.

,
Cargo 100%.15

17

Per cent. White and per cent. Cargo for 1930

What type of Pumps used for :-Juice
Scums ..

What types preferred? . . . . . .
What special requirements, fittings, valves, pack

Ings, etc.?

What Metal do you prefer for:-
Juice Heater Tubes? ..
Evaporator Tubes? ..

Cameron, vertical and horizontal.
.Cameron, vertical and horizontal.
Cen trifugal.

} Copper.

Cargo 100%.

Cameron vertical.
Cameron vertical.

Condor non-metallic packing.

90% Brass, 10% uinc.

Cargo 50%, White 50%.

1
Cargo 100- .

Cameron and Duplex.
Cameron and Duplex.
Cameron and Centrifugal. .
Stainless steel rods and S.E.A. rings

plungers. Metal valves, flat seats.

Standard Brass tubes.

for

/

1/
.iI
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12 14

12-mesh screen and Peck 80-mesh strainer.
Mixed juices, first and second.

73.47

1930.

85.68 Burnt
28.55
11.24

1929.

AVERAGE OF R~SULTS.

76.3 sq. ft. per ton cane per hour.

Burnt
30.68
14.40

44.58 tons.

1!J30.

,5 chambers, 44" x 44" = 4,960 sq. ft.
nsufficient capacity. = 111.0 ton hr. cane.
more presses or 60% increase.

8

Burnt 87.80.
136 . 30.
~0._05.

Kynoch's 400/0- P 205, Boake Roberts 49% I! 80%. P 20 5, 20%.

L.w-Cush (2). Peck strainer.
Mill Juices. Before weighing.

[400 F.
208° F.

I ,r-dilution 0' settling. Little lime added.

-
22

---

I
1929.

I
1930.

130°-150° F.
212° F.

Cush cush screen only.

6.
36 chambers, 23°" = 1,590 sq. ft.

10% dilution with water, lime added.

1930.

59. ~2 tons.

1929.

140° F.
210°-212° F.

Burnt 7 Burnt 81.7
26 32
15 12
Perry & Hope, Defic se, 40% P 205'

Rough screens and I eck strainer.
All juices. Final be ore weighing.

Dilut. 33i% with cal n. water. lime and phos
. phor., heated anc settled. 2nd Muds to

9 pH.

2-40°, 13-24° = 3,776 sq. ft.
40 24 ChamberS,
Insufficient capacity. 63 sq. ft. ton hr.
100 sq. ft. per ton car e hour.

88.28

1930.

84.79 tons.

87.17 Burnt
29.25

9.12
Kynoch's 40-41% P205•

1929.

Burnt
24.69

1 11 . 23

8.
40-34" x 34'" 5,130 sq. ft.
Inadequate. 60.6 sq. ft./ton hour.
120 sq. ft. per ton of Cane per hour.

Diluted 14 Brix, boiled 10° "brix, decanted
after liming to pH 9.6.

Jute, herring-bone weave, light quality.

7.4-7.6.
9.6.
7.3.
7.2.
6.6-6.8.

Double shrunk Jute.

7.3.
9.3.

. 7.2.
7.0.

Jute. ute 1141.

t2.
,.5.
1.6.

.2.

.6.

7.53 pH
8.43
7.76
7.0
6.77

Tempered Juice.
Filtered Juice.
Clear Juice.
Syrup.
Molasses.

Diluted to 70° Brix, slightly heated, not settled.
4,460 cubic, ffet.

Boiled in "blow-ups" to 30/32° Beaume.
18,000 galls.

Diluted and ."blown up" to 150° F.
No settlement, though ample capacity.

e-boiled to dissolve fine grain.
ettled for 16 hours. 800 galls.z'ton. hr.

No treatment, not settled.

1,280 cub. feet.

No treatment.
3 hours. '
10,000 galls.

No treatment.

10,000 galls.

~ 0 treatment,
hours.

66 galls. per ton cane per hour.

1929, 108 p.p.m.; 1930, 71 p.p.m. 1929, 50; 1930, 63. 929, 44 p.p.m.; 1930, 56 p.p.m.

Cargo 100%.

Simplex.
Montejus.
Intention tv experiment Centrifs, fOT ],",~res

tainless steel rods, no special. valves or
packings.

Cargo 100%.

Horiz. Cameron, Duplex, Simplex, Centrifug.
Montejus,
Cen.tr~~

Cargo 100%.

Cameron, Vertical double-acting.
Worthington.
Cameron Horizontal.

frgo 100~.

Jj>uplex, steam-driven. Monel metal pump.
Cameron Vertical two-throw.
Same as Juice pump for juices, same as Scums I

pump for scums, except Monel metal fit- I
tings replace brass. Tuck's packings used.

Brass. Solid-drawn Brass. Brass.
Copper.

Everitt's Red Metal, l4-gauge.


